AREAS FOR LOTS WITHIN A STRATA SCHEME

To assist with registration of Strata Plans, NSW Land Registry Services in conjunction with the
Surveyor Liaison Group, have created two excel documents to assist surveyors calculate and submit
areas for lodged strata plans. Ideally these, or similar tools, should be used to confirm areas on
strata plans prior to lodgement as they can dramatically reduce examination timeframes.

1. Simple Area Calcs (NSW LRS inhouse document)
2. Detailed Area Calcs (modified document supplied by the profession)

SIMPLE AREA CALCS
The ‘Simple Area Calc’ template provides the basic requirements to assist the surveyor and the
strata plan examiner in reviewing part areas.
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DETAILED AREA CALCS
This ‘Detailed Area Calcs’ template provides a detailed description of the lots (includes the use of
that part lot i.e. car space) together with the part area. This will allow the strata plan examiner to
cross check any designation the surveyor have disclosed on the face of the plan with the use of that
lot outlined in the document.
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If supplying an independent excel/CSV file, the basic requirements for the document are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Lot number
Location of lot (sheet or level #)
Area of each Part lot
Total area of lot.

These documents can be sent through their calculation sheets through to:

PlanInquiry@nswlrs.com.au or Plan-Requisitions@nswlrs.com.au
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